
PRES~T: 

MINUTES of a meeting of the Board of 
Directors of BARNES WINES# LIMITED 
held at the Executive Offices of the 
Corporation at Barnesdale, St. Catharines, 
Ontario. on Friday, the 7th day of July. 
1972, at the hour of 1:00 o'clock in the 
afternoon. 

W.R, BARNES 
P •. G._D. ARMOUR 
W. D. McLEAN 
F.A. GOFFIN 

Being a quorum of the Directors of the Corporation. 

Mr. H. M. Rogers, Q. C •• of the firm of Bench, Keogh, 
Rogers & Grass, Solicitors for the Corporation, was also present. 

In the absence of the President, the Vice-President# 
Mr. W. D. McLean took the Chair and called the meeting to order. On 
motion of Mr. P. G. D. Armour, seconded by Mr. William R. Barnes 
and unanimously carried, it was resolved: 

THAT Miss Florence A. Goffin be and is appointed Secretary 
of the meeting. 

The Secretary then produced the Notice calling the meeting 
with a certificate of service endorsed and on motion of Mr. P. G. D. Armour, 
seconded by Mr. William R. Ba:r:nes and unanimously carried, the following 
resolution was passed, 

BE IT RESOLVED: 

THAT the reading of the Notice of the meeting be dispensed with. 

A quorum of the Directors being present, the Chairman declared 
the meeting to be regularly constituted and directed that the Notice of the 
meeting with the certificate of service endorsed be appended to the minutes 
of the meeting as Schedule I. 

ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

The Solicitor at the direction of the Chair then read the 
minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors of the 21st day of February. 
1972# and upon motion of Mr. P. G. D. Armour, seconded by Miss Florence 
A. Goffin and unanimously carried, it was resolved: 

THAT the minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors 
of the 21st day of February, 1972# be and the same are hereby approved and 
adopted. 
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BUSINESS ARISING OUT OF THE MINUTES 

Mr. W. R. Barnes then said that he would like to protest 
the action taken by the Directors at the meeting of the 21st day of February. 
1972 in replacing him as Vice-President of the Corporation. He said that 
he had been Vice-President of the Corporation for twenty years and a 
Director for thirty-eight years. 

Reference was made to the question of whether he was able 
to be in attendance at meetings of the Directors as the record of his 
attendance for the last several years appeared to make it doubtful as to 
whether he was in a position to carry on the responsibilities of the office 
as Vice-President. In reply to this suggestion Mr. Barnes said that in 
his opinion. the date for the holding of the Annual Meeting should be changed 
so that the same would take place after the end of April. He said that this 
would suit the convenience of everyone and he would like to have this 
considered at the next meeting of the Board of Directors. 

The Chairman said that there could be no objection to the 
matter of the date of the Annual Meeting being discussed at the next meeting 
of the Board and directed that the question be placed on the agenda. 

PROPOSAL WITH RESPECT TO PURCHASING 
THE ASSETS OF THE CORPORATION 

The Managing Director advised that a letter had been received 
from F. L. Laundry Real Estate Limited. indicating that certain of his 
clients who are associated with the wine business in Central Europe were 
interested in acquiring the assets of the Corporation. and indicating that 
if the circumstances warranted. ,a figure of 3. 5 millions would not be beyond 
their capabilities. 

The matter was discussed at some length and the consensus 
was that the proposal should be explored. 

Upon motion of Mr. W. R. Barnes. seconded by Mr. P. G. D. 
Armour and unanimously carried. the following resolution was passed. 

BE IT RESOLVED: 

THAT the Sblicitor for the Corporation be and is instructed 
to write the Real Estate firm advising that the Directors are interested in 
the proposal contained in its letter and would be pleased to discuss the 
matter with its principals. 

PROPOSAL WITH RESPECT TO THE 
PURCHASE OF FORTY ACRES OF THE 
LANDS OWNED BY THE CORPORATION 

The Managing Director then advised that he had received from 
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Mr. Victor L. Phillips, a form of Offer to Purchase some forty acres of 
lands owned by the Corporation being bounded on the North by Erion Road 
and on the West by the Martindale Road. The proposal, is that the lands 
to be purchased be valued at $600, 000. 00, which is based on $15,000. 00 

an acre for the purpose of computing the purchase price. He said that 
although the sum of $600, 000. 00 sounded very attractive but the deposit was 
to be $1,000. 00 only, and the balance of the purchase price is not to be 
paid until the 1st day of May, 1975, and in the meantime the Corporation 
would be obliged to sign various documents relating to the sub- division of 
the property. 

The consensus of opinion of the Directors was that the price 
appeared to be reasonable in all the circumstances but the date and 
conditions attaching to the closing of the transaction and payment of the 
purchase price were entirely unacceptable. 

The Directors in discussing the matter indicated that there 
were distinct disadvantages in accepting a long delayed closing date as this 
would really involve participation by the Corporation in the speculative plan 
being undertaken. In addition in the present circumstances where it would 
appear that the Directors may be considering proposals with respect to the 
sale of the assets of the Corporation, it might be very unsatisfactory to 
have any long term proposal with respect to the purchase of the lands out
standing at a time when the sale of the entire assets of the Corporation is 
being considered. 

Upon motion of Mr. W. R. Barnes, seconded by Mr. P. G. D. 
Armour and unanimously carried, the following resolution was passed, 

BE IT RESOLVED: 

1. THAT the Managing Director in consultation with the Solicitor 
for the Corporation direct a letter to Mr. Phillips pointing out that the Offer 
in its present form by G & A Holdings Incorporated is entirely unacceptable 
and that if G & A Holdings Incorporated are interested in purchasing the 
property it will be necessary for G & A Holdings Incorporated to submit a 
cash offer. 

2. For the information of the officials of the Corporation it is 
recorded that an Offer to be acceptable must necessarily provide for a cash 
deposit of approximately 10% of the purchase price, and the balance of the 
purchase price paid on closing which should be within a period of about 90 

_,. days thereafter. 
~ 

---------- REPORT OF VICE- PRESIDENT AND 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Mr. McLean at the outset produced a comparative sales 
analysis for the five months period January 1 to May 31 in each of the years 
1971 and 1972. The statement showed an increase in sales by volume of 
17.7o/o in 1972 over 1971 and by value an increase of 21% in 1972 over the 
comparative five months period in 1971. 
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SAULT STE. MARIE STORE 

The Managing Director advised the Directors that pending 
decision as to the disposition of the Sault Ste. Marie outlet, the lease of 
the premises occupied by the store had been extended for a period of one 
year. 

MOTION OF APPRECIATION 

Mr. Armour then referred to the buoyant condition of the 
affairs of the Corporation both with regard to sales and profits under 
the leadership of the present Vice- President and Managing Director 
and said that he felt that something should be recorded on the books of 
1he Corporation. 

Upon motion of Mr. P. 0. D. Armour, seconded by Mr. W. R. 
Bames and unanimously carried, the following resolution was passed, 

BE IT RESOLVED: 

THAT the Board congratulate Mr. McLean on the progress of 
the Corporation under his management. 

WITHDRAWAL FROM VALLEY ROUGE 
WINES LIMITED 

The Managing Director reported that in pursuance of the 
decision made at the meeting of the Directors of the 3rd of April, 1972, 
arrangements have been made with Mr. Hooker with respect to the 
Corporation retiring from its connection with Valley Rouge Wines Limited, 
the details of which withdrawal have been worked out. The arrangement 
is that Barnes Wines, Limited and its nominees are to transfer the shares 
held by them in Valley Rouge Wines Limited to Richard Hugh Hooker of 
Valley Rouge Wines Limited. R. H. Hooker and J. A. MacDonald are to 
enter into an agreement with the Corporation and Woodbridge and McLean 
for the delivery to the Corporation of the guarantees for $20, 000. 00 and 
$30, 000. 00 respectively to the Bank of Nova Scotia and further to obtain a 
release from the Bank of all liabilities of Barnes Wines, Limited to the bank 
arising by reason of its association in Valley Rouge Wines Limited. Further, 
Valley Rouge Wines Limited, Hooker and MacDonald are to release and 
obtain releases of Barnes, Woodbridge and McLean from and in respect of all 
claims by the Bank of Nova Scotia, Valley Rouge Wines Limited, Hooker 
and MacDonald and to indemnify and save them harmless in respect thereof; 
and further, Barnes Wines, Limited is to release V alley Rouge Wines Limited 
in respect of the sum of $2, 500. 00 in respect of the services of McLean to 
Valley Rouge Wines Limited, all of which are to be dealt with and performed in 
accordance with the provisions of an agreement to be drafted by Mr. Herman 
M. Rogers, Solicitor for the Corporation. 



INSURANCE ON LIFE OF MANAGING DIRECTOR 

There was a brief reference to the situation with respect to 
term insurance being carried upon the life of the Managing Director and 
the question of whether continuation of the term policy. which involved 
a very substantial increase in premiums at the end of each five year period, 
was an economical way of handling the matter from the point of view of the 
Corporation. It was considered that thought should be given to the question 
of whether it would not be advisable to convert the policy upon the life of 
the Managing Director into a straight life policy with loss payable to the 
Corporation. The matter is to be subject of further consideration. 

There being no further business, on motion of Mr. W. R. 
Barnes. seconded by Mr. P. G. D. Armour and unanimously carried, it 
was resolved: 

THAT the meeting do now adjourn. 

The meeting thereupon adjourned. 

Chairman 
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